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          OLED

          Designed to bring life-like colour vibrancy, detail, and definition to even the darkest scenes, the OLED TVs offer a near infinite contrast ratio, turning their self-emissive pixels all the way off to display true, inkjet blacks.

          Explore

        

      
          
        
          QLED

          Offering a wide range of colors, JVC QLED TVs bring the screen to life, allowing colors to be displayed more realistically and powerfully in the right tones!
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          UHD TVs

          With JVC UHD TV, you will enjoy all your content in extraordinary quality. Enhancing colors with vibrant details will give you the Picture quality you have dreamed of.
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          FULL HD/HD TVs

          See the beauty in everything. JVC Full HD&HD TV’s will reveal the breathtaking details and enable you to enjoy every content.
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          Android TVs

          Android TV makes it easier to get more from your TV. Choose from 400,000+* movies and shows from across streaming services. Ask Google to control your TV, get recommendations of what to watch, dim the lights, and more with your voice. Cast photos, videos, and music from smart devices to your TV with Chromecast built-in.

          Explore

        

      
          
        
          Google TV

          Google TV brings together movies, shows, live TV and more from across your apps and subscriptions and organizes them just for you.

          Explore
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          We use cookies on our website to improve your shopping experience. By clicking the "Accept All Cookies" button, you accept the use of cookies for the purposes of making our website compatible with the user, improving the performance of the website, analyzing user behavior provided that no data directly identifies you and for offering personalized advertising activities. You can find detailed information about cookies in our Cookie Policy. You can always manage your preferences in the "Manage Cookies" section. 
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            You can always control the cookies used by Vestel Trade Co. on our website. If you agree to the use of cookies, you can directly click the "Save" button below. You can find detailed information about cookies in our  Cookie Policy.   We would like to state that technically required cookies are used to perform the primary functions of our website. The use of such cookies is not dependent on your consent, since they are imperative for our website to function correctly. You can find the list of strictly necessary cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
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            Cookies, also known as preference cookies, are those that allow the website to remember your past preferences such as the language used or the region preferred or the user name and password providing automatic login.You can find the list of functional cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
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            These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us know which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move around the site. All the information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not allow these cookies, we will not know when you have visited our site. You can find the list of performance cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
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             These cookies are set through our site by our advertising partners. They may be used by those companies to build a profile of your interests and show you relevant ads on other sites. They work by uniquely identifying your browser and device. If you don't allow these cookies, you will not experience our targeted advertising across different websites as a result of these cookies.  You can find the list of targeting cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
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